
 
 

CITY OF NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS 
 

Inclusion Diversity Equity and Access Working Group 
 

 
 

Thursday August 26th , 2021 – 6:00pm 
 

MINUTES 
 
 
Meeting call to order was delayed due to lack of quorum at the 6pm hour. 
 
Call to Order – 6:15pm 
 
Members in attendance: L. Blackmer, A. Canary, B. Lamb, M. Obasohan, A. Shade 
Members absent: A. Besaw, K. Hartman, R. Hailey, J. Sweeney 
 
Statement for virtual meetings 

• B. Lamb read the statement on virtual meetings into the record 
 
Approval of Minutes 

• July 22, 2021  
o Motion to Approve: L. Blackmer 
o Second: M. Obasohan 
o In favor: 5 / Opposed: 0 
o Motion Carries 

 
Communications 

• B. Lamb mentioned a single communication that had been forwarded on to the working 
group 

 
Primary Business 

• Clarification on what we are/are not/look to be 
o B. Lamb noted a recurring issue of individuals having a misunderstanding of the 

edict of the IDEA working group and what the original charge was. They were 
originally formed by unanimous vote of the Council to create a training for the 
North Adams city council, and also potentially walking through the process of a 
collective statement as a council body. That second piece is on hold due to 
hesitancy based on not being ready as a council to adopt such a statement in a 



meaningful manner. The working group was not established as a mediation body 
or a hearing body, they were created as a training development body. 

o M. Obasohan agreed with the original designation of the group and asked if there 
is anything online that clearly outlines what the group was formed to do to 
hopefully create clarity. It would be important to have in writing what this group 
is, and in the future, what it becomes. He feels being a mediating body would be 
an overstep of this group as it would require significant training and skill 
development if the group were to become a hearing body. 

o B. Lamb noted there is no clear information online as to what the body currently 
is. He agreed that it should be, and also that it would require a lot of further 
training to have a body ready for hearings and intervention. 

o A. Shade agreed and added that the group doesn’t have any authority to act 
behind what the original edict was and doesn’t have the power to intervene 
beyond what was asked of them. It is not an authoritative body, it’s a working 
group that makes recommendations based on the tasks assigned. 

o B. Lamb added that R. Hailey had arrived. 
o L. Blackmer noted that the General Government Committee hadn’t met recently 

to tackle the paper that would codify the IDEA body in a formal sense. She hopes 
this will happen before the end of the calendar year. 

o A. Canary agreed that the charge is not to solve all the problems, but also noted 
that she hopes that when people are communicating, and someone says they are 
feeling hurt because of something done to them for who they are, she hopes we 
take a minute to hear them. 

o A. Shade noted that she has had conversations with the individual in question, and 
has invited them to speak to the working group, and they have chosen not to do 
so. She feels it is not the responsibility of one individual from the working group 
to take it on with said individual. 

o B. Lamb added that J. Sweeney has had multiple conversations as well in a 
personal/professional manner with the individual over the past year.  

o M. Obasohan noted that he hears what A. Canary is saying and that we should be 
mindful of individuals who feel hurt and while we can’t necessarily defend them, 
we can hear them. He appreciates that there has been layers of outreach.  

o B. Lamb clarified that his clarifying our edict is not meant to discount the 
concerns raised to the group through communications. He added that any 
individual in the working group should feel welcome to reach out as a caring 
human being to the individual as they feel fit and comfortable doing so.  

o M. Obasohan added that in a future agenda it may be worth having a body in the 
community that does address concerns as they are raised and mediate accordingly. 
Having an intervening body could be a benefit. 

o B. Lamb noted that that is an item in our “various ongoing efforts” project list, 
with one being a bias incident reporting structure being formulated for the City.  

o A. Shade agreed that something might be needed, but that we wouldn’t have the 
authority to put something like that together. It should be something the council 
should discuss other than the working group.  

o B. Lamb referred to A. Shades earlier point and noted that the working group does 
have the ability to advise and make recommendations, so perhaps making a nudge 



that recommends the pursuit of a bias incident reporting structure would fall 
within the existing or future purview of the working group.  

o A. Shade agreed that that feels like the way to go.  
o R. Hailey agreed with what had been said about being able to make 

recommendations and being causal for the change needed. 
o B. Lamb asked if it would be appropriate to present a communication that clarifies 

the current edict of the working group to get it on public record. 
o L. Blackmer thought it was a good idea to reiterate original charge and what the 

group is looking at in the future to have the conversation with the Council. 
o B. Lamb asked for a motion to recommend providing said communication to the 

full Council. 
§ Motion: R. Hailey 
§ Second: A. Shade 
§ In Favor: 6 / Opposed: 0 
§ Motion Carries 

• Reminder of OML and State Ethics certificate requirements 
o B. Lamb reminded everyone to complete the Open Meeting Law and State Ethics 

certificates to the City Clerks Office to be in compliance as part of a public body. 
He will send those materials out immediately following the meeting. 

• Training guide status update 
o B. Lamb turned it over to A. Canary and also asked if we should put our compiled 

definitions list up on the City website at this point or not. 
o M. Obasohan noted that some were used during the first training and felt that it 

would be good to make available. 
o A. Canary said she would find it and re-send it to everyone. She provided an 

overview of the edits she made to the training mission.  
o M. Obasohan felt it hit all the needed points and felt comprehensive and 

meaningful.  
o B. Lamb requested a motion to finalize and submit the training guide as presented 

to the Mayor and Council for implementation and distribution accordingly. 
§ Motion: A. Shade 
§ Second: R. Hailey 
§ In favor: 6 / Opposed: 0 
§ Motion Carries 

• Codifying of group updates 
o L. Blackmer noted she plans to get this on an October agenda so it can complete 2 

readings before year’s end. 
• Updates from members about various ongoing efforts as self-identified in the 

included document 
o B. Lamb pulled up the included list of efforts the group identified to work on 

§ A. Canary asked about the next round of training 
§ B. Lamb noted there would be a new round of training after the election. 

He noted we never did a full deep dive into how we felt the model went in 
the spring, so he will add that to the next agenda as we begin to prepare 
the next set of trainings.  



§ M. Obasohan updated on the concept of policy review work. He feels 
taking a step into policy there needs to be a better understanding of what 
already exists and is in place. He looked into if a task force already was 
working with the police department and asked if there was one. He feels 
that’s a starting point. 

§ B. Lamb said he doesn’t think a body exists in that manner but noted the 
state passed requirements to the local departments in 2020 but wasn’t sure 
how that was implemented.  

§ M. Obasohan noted he is happy to move forward with this an the police 
department if needed. 

§ B. Lamb noted the Mayor did have interest in pursuing such an endeavor 
with the working group and recommended M. Obasohan maybe start with 
him to take action.  

§ A. Canary recommended looking at what Pittsfield is doing with their 
citizens advisory group. 

§ M. Obasohan noted he came across the page with all of the committees 
and commissions in the City and was impressed by how many there are. 
He thinks all of these groups should have IDEA built into their work and 
suggested there is some connection to the working group and each of those 
bodies, but he wasn’t sure if that’s possible by design.  

§ B. Lamb said liaison roles are not totally outside the box, as there are 
liaison positions from the Council to many committees already. However, 
having enough people to be on all of those committees and commissions 
might be a bit overwhelming, though a point of contact approach might be 
doable.  

§ M. Obasohan gave an update on City Spirit. They held their two day 
dialogue work. The group was very helpful in narrowing down to key 
issues to pursue going ahead. The solutions will be put into a plan over the 
next 18 months. He felt it was a process through which folks dug deep and 
it allowed for vulnerability ad challenge.  

§ B. Lamb noted that there was the potential of overlap with the work of this 
group and City Spirit, so there should be some ongoing communication 
between the two bodies to avoid redundancy and create synergy. 

• Update on outcomes from City SPIRIT  
o No further discussion 

 
Other Returning Business 

• Advisory building, outreach and newsletter 
• Discussion of available trainings and opportunities to share and recommend 

o M. Obasohan provided an update that MCLA is doing their Day of Dialogue on 
October 20th or 21st with a focus on disability awareness. There is a call for 
programs out and he will share it with the group via email.  

 
New Business 

• B. Lamb brought up our meeting schedule and asked if the group would like to stick 
with once per month or move back to 2 meetings per month.  



o Consensus was to remain at one meeting per month with it being the 4th Thursday 
of the month until we know more about our future as a body. 

• A. Shade suggested that this group consider a recommendation of removing 
gendered language in the City Charter. 

o B. Lamb fully agreed that this needs to happen and noted that we have been 
systematically changing our council rules and ordinances as we change them to 
remove gendered language, however the Charter reviews a very specific process 
for any editing to occur which is a multi-year process.  

o L. Blackmer concurred that it would take a charter review process. There may be 
some form of expedited process through other means but she wasn’t sure.  

o A. Canary wondered if we had a lawyer we could ask if we could pursue the 
gender language use. 

o B. Lamb noted he could reach out to the attorney of the day to see before taking 
action that would cost money and he would do so before the next meeting to then 
come back with as an agenda item for IDEA.  

 
Adjournment 

o Motion: A. Shade 
o Second: R. Hailey 
o In Favor: 6 / Opposed: 0 
o Meeting Adjourned – 7:19pm 

 
 
 


